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Training for Special Librarianship
By Ruth Savord
Librarian, Council

on Foreign Relations, New York City

BEFORE

we can talk about training
for special librarianship we must
have a clear picture of how special
libraries differ from other libraries.
In 1912, M. S. Dudgeon summarized
the features of the special library which
distinguished i t from the general library
in these paragraphs, which are a s pertinent today as they were then:
In a general rcfnencc library the predominating
material is books. In a special library the material
of the most vital importance is not in books often it is not even in print.
In a general rejerencc lrbrary the material is
stored, classified, and catalogued so that it constitutes a fertile field into which an investigator
can go and glean out information bearing upon
his subject. In a special rejerencc library the information is already gleaned, made up and concentrated into portable parcels, by the librarian,
and is ready to be delivercd to the special worker
too busy to investigate for himself.
A general rcjcrcncc library is a storehouse of
perfectly good well-authenticatedthough possibly
somewhat antique information on subjects or
phases of subjects no longer current. The special
library is a clearing house of live ideas on live
problems, many of the ideas being still in a
formative stage.
A reference library is an academic institution
for the scholar. A spccial lrbrary is a utrlitarian establishment calculated to serve the worker too
busy to take time for scholarly investigation.
Often such scholarly attainments as are involved
in the investigational work must be furnished
by the librarian. The special librarian becomes
in fact a bureau of ~nvestigation.
A general refcrcncc library is preservative. A
spccial library is creative.
A general refcrsnce library deals largely with

the past; it deals with the present and the future
only inc~dentally. The special library deals
primarily with the present and the future; it
dealsonly incidentally w ~ t h
the past.
The view of a general reference library is retrospective; historical. The special librarian must
have a vision of the future that is almost prophetic.

Along with the discovery of information t o meet a specific need, the job of the
special librarian involves a knowledge of
the activities, present and future, of the
group he serves and a continuing survey
of current print in order to note information of value to anyone in the group and
t o bring i t t o the immediate attention of
t h e department or official whose work it
would promote.
Another factor that must be considered
is the acute need of personnel equipped
t o organize and administer, since the
opportunities in the special library field
are not a s assistants in existing libraries
b u t a s librarians-in-charge of new libraries. This may be unfortunate since it
would be well for every new recruit to be
able to secure some experience under the
direction of a person long in the field.
However, we must face facts. Special
librarians do not have an opportunity
t o get training in library techniques on
the job, but must know how to proceed
from the start. Al~houghthere are innumerable possibilities, the Special Libraries Association has hesitated to work
for the formation of new libraries because
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of the lack of this trained personnel. That
is why the Association feels so strongly
that our training agencies should be
interested in understanding this need
and meeting it - thus providing employment for many capable people.
The training situation today for work
in special libraries parallels rather closely
the conditions that existed in the early
days of public library development in
this country. Then there were no trained
librarians and hence, our pioneers in the
movement -with no techniques developed, no codes by which to be guided,
with classification schemes in the making, subject heading lists unrecorded had to struggle, confer, progress by trial
and error step by step, sometimes failing, but more often succeeding. In any
case, it was a long, hard road that has
led to our present-day, well-equipped
library schools, our codes, and our established techniques which have put the
library profession in the United States in
the forefront of the movement.
Now let us look a t the special library
field which has had its greatest development since the war. Its pioneers were, to
be sure, mostly those who had had training in our library schools and experience
in our public libraries. Nevertheless, the
conditions that had to be met, the psychology of the clientele, the demands of
speed, were all very different from public
library problems, and required an unusual gift for adaptation. S o once again
this group, even as the earlier one, had
t o struggle, discuss, confer, experiment,
make mistakes, fail and succeed. Today
these pioneers are, for the most part, still
the active, forward-looking and directing
heads of the libraries in this field.
But what of the future? The heads of
business corporations, social service organizations, law firms, newspapers, insurance companies and all other fields
in which special libraries are a factor,
have come to expect the eficient service
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to which they have become accustomed
in other departments of their organization and are not willing to employ a
library worker who cannot offer assurance of equal ability and experience.
They are demanding librarians with a
background of specialization in the field
which they expect t o enter, with training
in the literature and the methods of specialization, with a pleasing personality
and good appearance, not necessarily
very young but with youthful outlook
and adaptability, and the ability to meet
the heavy demands of modern business.
The Special Libraries Association is
finding i t difficult to provide such workers t o replace those retiring or t o fill the
new positions which are being made.
There are a t present two sources from
which to draw: public libraries and library
schools. However, recruits from neither
of these groups are fitted for immediate
entry to the field without some sort of
apprenticeship -interneship might be
a better term. As a result of work on the
part of the Special Libraries Association for new libraries, most of the positions opening up call for organizers and
administrators. Even the graduates of the
present course in special library administration offered by the Columbia University School of Library Service are not as
well equipped t o undertake such positions as they should be. This is no reflection on the course but is due to the
fact that, as a t present planned, it is only
a two-mint course and does not allow
sufficient time for the thoroughness
necessary. What is the answer? There is
only one -a t least a certain number of
our library schools, with due regard t o
geographical distribution, should offer
properly planned courses taught by a
faculty having a t least some practical
experience in the field.
Those of us in the Special Libraries
Association, who have been concerned
with problems of employment and prop-
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erly trained personnel, have watched
with interest the adaptation by our
training agencies of their curricula t o
meet the demands of children's work,
of school libraries, and more recently of
county libraries, although I believe that
field is not yet thoroughly taken care of.
Whether the fact that these agencies
serve the public while most special libraries serve a private group has been the
reason for the rather meager attempts
to meet this type of special training, I
cannot say. It, doubtless, has been one
factor. Another one that seems t o be insuperable in the minds of our library
school faculties is the overwhelming
variety of subjects covered in special
libraries and of types of organizations
served.
This latter consideration, as I said,
seems to have been the real stumbling
block. I presume the reason for this is
that the training agencies have felt that
it would be impossible to plan a special
libraries course to cover every subject
in an already overcrowded curriculum.
With this contention I agree. No library
school could hope to offer courses covering such widely varying subjects as
chemistry, religion, banking, foreign
affairs, etc.
But is the subject background the
primary consideration in the training?
To this I would say not for the library
school. Knowledge of the subject must
be acquired either in pre-library school
training while in college, through postgraduate work, or on the job. I hear
objections immediately. If not subject
training, then what is required? The
answer is plain - adaptation of traditional courses and methods t o t h e demands of special library service.
Let us return to the subject training
for a moment -or rather t o the means
by which it may be secured. In our minds
this is a long-standing need of the
whole profession - the need for a well-

-
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planned program in which the A.L.A.
and S.L.A. might well cooperate looking
toward a better selection of new recruits
in the profession. It cannot be too strongly
urged that discriminating selection of
those planning to study for the profession is one of our greatest needs today.
Greater frankness as to the personality
and ability to succeed of prospective
students would save much heartache
on the part of the individuals concerned,
as well as cutting down our own list of
unemployables. We are doing an injury
rather than a favor when we recommend
a student to a library school director
when we, ourselves, would under no circumstances employ that same person in
our own libraries.
Such a cooperative program should
take the form of presenting to college
students, preferably in their freshman
year, before they have decided on their
majors, the vocational possibilities of the
whole library profession, setting forth
its various phases -public, college, school,
county, special, etc. -certainly a wide
enough scope for all tastes. Along with
this presentation should go suggestions
for pre-professional courses similar to our
pre-medical programs. There is no reason
why, with proper promotion and cooperation between colleges and the library profession, students cannot be
urged to decide early in their college
careers t o enter the library field and to
plan accordingly.
In July 1934, Mr. Sidney B. Mitchell
made a number of suggestions as t o the
means which might be used to attract
the type of student we would like to see
enter the profession. I t must be admitted that we have all too often found
the mediocre material entering, especially
through the comparatively weak schools
which cannot be too particular in their
acceptance of students. I believe the
staffs of our college and university libraries have more often deterred than
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attracted students. Among other suggestions, Mr. Mitchell said: ". . . The
building up of the college or university
library staff, particularly in its public
services, with some proportion of the
type of person desired should be fairly
effective in suggesting to the student
body that here is a little known or understood field, worthy of investigation be.cause it has appealed to young people like
themselves." He also said: "Some . . .
might be attracted to librarianship if
they realized that it did not necessarily
mean divorce from their chosen subject
fields, but an opportunity to cultivate
them in a less formal educational agency
than the school or college." Certainly
special departments of public and college
libraries as well as special libraries would
fall in this category.
All of us can call to mind individuals
who may have a flair for a subject or for
one of the arts and yet is no genius. Here
is a fertile field in which to sow the seed
of opportunity in the library profession.
O n e instance that came to my attention
will serve to prove my point. The granddaughter of a famous botanist wished to
follow in the footsteps of her distinguished ancestor but, although trained
a n d interested in the science, knew she
did not have the ability to attain unqualified success. Hearing of the field
of special libraries she took her library
training, and is now happily engaged in
a horticultural library where her knowledge of the subject aids her in doing research for scientists working in the field.
So, we could go on multiplying instances
-the art student who could never be a
great painter but who could successfully
administer an art librarv.
- . or the musician who could never be a great pianist
o r violinist but could successfully administer a music library, and on through all
the fields.
If such a cooperative plan with colleges
could be initiated, what courses should
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be suggested for the pre-professional
work? In planning a college program, the
primary consideration for the future
special librarian should be natural bent,
discovered in response t o the question,
what kind of special library would I be
most interested in organizing or developing? Would i t be in the field of chemistry,
medicine, law, technology, business, insurance, finance? This decision having
been made, the major should be chosen
with this eventual goal in mind. However, regardless of subject matter of the
special collections, there are certain
courses that have proved their value to
all special library workers. Wherever
obtainable, I would suggest that courses
should be taken in the social sciences.
viz., general sociology, political economy,
both general and business economics,
general and applied psychology, statistics; in history, English composition, literature, languages, particularly modern,
although Latin and Greek are almost
imperative in a theological or religious
library and would prove extremely valuable in a legal library; logic, which is
useful later in classifying material. Other
courses, which may be taken in college
when available and when time allows or
may be postponed to the technical training period, are those used in preparation
for editorial work, such as proofreading,
abstracting, and report writing.
If students who apply for admission
to our library schools came with such a
definitely planned pre-professional training, would not the argument that no
one-year library course could cover all
the subject demands be weakened, to say
the least? Of course, I recognize that the
mere study of a subject in college would
not necessarily provide familiarity with
special reference tools which the student
would require in library work, but i t
would certainly give him a better starting
point.
As I see the problem, the increasing
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variation in types of present-day library
service makes i t impractical t o subject
all students to a uniformly inflexible
training program. There are great differences in the relative importance of the
subjects taught for librarians engaged in
different types of work, and there are
some subjects needed by special librarians which are omitted entirely.
We all admit that there are certain
basic courses which every student must
have, but could not these courses be
shortened to give the fundamental principles and theory for all students, leaving
the details of practical application t o
new courses adapted to the demands of
special types of libraries?
T o be specific - the special librarian
needs to know the fundamentals of cataloging and classification, but does not
need the details taught, for instance,
regarding personal name entries, pseudonyms and antonyms, anonymous classics and the Bible, etc. Rather, does he
need to know all the short cuts that can
be used in order to make a book readily
available with the least possible routine.
Subject headings, on the other hand, are
one of the most important and vital
factors in special libraries procedure not, however, the accepted lists which
are not specific enough but rather the
principles on which he can build a subject
heading list to fit his own needs.
Book selection, on the whole, is not a n
important problem because so much of
the material of special libraries is not in
books, but in periodicals, particularly
trade papers, newspapers, services, government documents, fugitive material,
which are the warp and woof of his collection. How many students leaving our
library schools have even a general, t o
say nothing of a detailed knowledge of
these classes of materiab or of how they
should be treated? Does the new graduate know how to build an information
file which is often his most valuable tool
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when properly organized? Does he know
how t o evaluate sources and statistics,
especially as to their comparability? Does
he know how to write reports containing
the answers t o inquiries rather than
merely providing the material that contains the answers?
I admit the problems that such questions pose for our library training agencies, but I feel that if these agencies
would sit down with special librarians
and discuss their needs, then experiment.
a t least a compromise could be worked
out. Denver is trying one method, Columbia another, the good news comes
that Simmons is to make another experiment next year. In addition, Columbia is
inaugurating an evening course for librarians already employed, either untrained or lacking training in spedal
libraries. This is t o be confined to business libraries and is to be taught by one
of our outstanding special librarians.
This is progress, indeed, but much rn
mains to be done. Our presentday curriculum has been the growth of years and
with the changing times more changes
must be made, and it will doubtless take
more years before a satisfactory solution
is found but, if a beginning is made.
there is hope.
At this point, may I make one suggestion which, I am sure, can be adopted
immediately? T h a t is, that every library
school should give its students a vital.
live presentation of the opportunities in
special libraries. I make this plea because
of a recent experience I had. A student in
one of our best schools visited me through
a personal introduction and was pleased.
delighted -but equally surprised -to
hear my story of the special library field,
a s she had not heard it even mentioned
in her school. I'd like to believe this is an
isolated instance, but I fear that it is
true in all too many cases. One lecture.
by a properly qualified person, is the
least that is due t o students. Such a lec-
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ture should set forth the differences be- our library school instruction would be
tween the work in special libraries and greatly improved if members of the
general libraries, the fields covered, the faculties were to return to practical work
types of organizations having such li- for a stated period. Too much stress on
braries, the qualifications, the opportu- academic presentation can be a danger.
T o summarize, I suggest that the pronities, the advantages and disadvantages
and generally help the student to visual- fession should take the following steps:
ize this phase of the profession. This,
1. Present to college students the vowhile unsatisfactory, is not bad.
cational possibilities of the library
One other problem I must mention.
profession, setting forth its various
I n establishing special libraries courses, I
phases -public, college, school,
feel that careful consideration should be
county, special, etc. ;
given to those who are to teach these
2. Draw up suggestions for a precourses. Unfortunately, few, if any, of
scribed pre-library course;
our present faculties have had any experi3.
Use more discrimination in selecence in the field and therefore are not
tion of library school students;
conversant with the practical problems
4. Revise the library school curriculum
of the profession. On the other hand,
to present as required courses the
practicing special librarians, while well
principles and theory on which the
equipped to give special lectures, are
work is based, with all other courses
not versed in educational theories. This
planned to meet the needs of those
seems like an impasse but, personally, I
entering different phases of the
would vote for the practical knowledge.
work.
In fact, I have long held the theory that

What Training for the Special Librarian?
By Harriet E. Howc,Director
University of Denver, School of Librarianship

CONSIDERING training for the
INspecial
library worker, i t would be
well t o examine first what is a special
library and what is its function.
Linda H. Morley's definition is called
by Rebecca Rankin "the first one proposed in twenty-eight years that is acceptablegenerally."This definition reads:
'A special library is a service organized to make
avadable all exprience and knowledge that will
further the activities and common objectives of
a n organization or other restricted group, with
a ataff having adequate knowledge in the field of
specialization and of the activ~tiesof the clientele,
as well as having professional preparation. Its
function is:
1. T o assemble information from published
sources, both within and without the library.

2. To secure information directly by correspondence and interview from individuals
and organizations specializing in particular
fields.
3. To present this information at the appropriate time and place, on the initiative of the
library, as well as upon request, that it may
take an effective part in the work of the
organized group served.'

What, then, is the preparation necessary for working in such a library? You
will notice that Miss Morley, in her
definition, says, "A staff having adequate knowledge in the field of specialization and of the activities of the clientele,
as well as having professional preparation." Many proponents assert that
knowledge of the special subject is the
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most important asset and is of more use
to the special librarian than extensive
professional training. In order to find
out what kind of preparation the ideal
special librarian should possess, the
Special Library Association Commit tee
on Training and Recruitings made a
survey, during 1936 and 1937, as to what
educational equipment successful special
librarians have had and what training
they would like to have had in addition.
The following tables constructed by Margaret G. SmithB, of that Committee,
from the first replies to the questionnaire
that came in, give the answers t o these
questions:
EDUCATIONAL
PREPARATION
OR SPECIAL
LIBRARIANS

Per CLnt
College degree and post-graduate library
courses ......................... 41
College degree only. ................ 24
Informal education . . . . . . . . . . . . .
9
High school education only. . . . . . . . .
6
Informal education and mittcellaneous
training .........................
6
5
College and library degree combined. ..
College and public library training
course .......................... 5
College and post-graduate wdrk in subject matter. ..................... 4

These librarians vary in their desire for
further knowledge of subject matter or of
library science as follows:
Type of L h a r y
Posilum

Mae

Mar

Subjcct

Library

Malln

Scunce

h

Ncilhn

Pn C n l Pn Cml Pa CnJ Pa Cru
Budncsa and

........
...

finance

Socid slence.
SdenrrTechnolow

13

7
10
-

30

T o quote an individual opinion on the
matter, Delbert F. Brown', Librarian
of the Standard Oil Development Cornpany, in his article, "Special Library
Organization," says :
In the special library, method is subordinate
to service. Method is merely a tool, and usually
a very special tool, to produce s w i c e . While no
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doubt certain general principles can be taught
and the knowledge gained thereby would be useful to the prospective special library worker,
such courees ahould only be undertaken after
the broad and general subjects of a liberal arte
counre, a certain degree of specialization in the
field of science, commerce, or art preferred, and a
fair degree of fluency in reading foreign languages
have been acquired.

As shown by Mrs. Smith's tables, a
large per cent, 30 per cent, of the librarians questioned admit a lackof sufficient
command of subject matter. Such detailed knowledge, therefore, must be an
important factor in the preparation for
this type of library work, particularly
since 26 per cent of the other replies show
a desire for more subject matter as well
as for more library science.
For some time complaints as to the inadequacy of opportunities for professional preparation for this phase of librarianship have been forthcoming. Several plans have been suggested. Many
believe that there should be in library
schools a second-year curriculum for
special librarians, or if that fails, then
at least courses planned definitely for
them in the first-year curriculum. Others
suggest that it might be possible to introduce library science into the graduate
schools all over the country and to develop an abbreviated library science program to supplement graduate work in
the subject field. Whether this plan would
work or not would necessitate persuasion
and proof. I t raises the question as to the
advisability of scattering library technique through all graduate schools so
long as there are sufficient library schools
which are equipped to give this professional library education. It also
would be difficult to cut these professional courses to less than those now
given by library schools. Would it not
be preferable, as has been suggested by
the special library group, to obtain a
working knowledge of the subject and t o
follow this with a year at a library schooI
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Further justification for this point
where adaptation to this special topic is
aliowcd, and where local libraries in this of view came t o the writer last year verbally from an experienced librarian
field are available?
After all, is not library technique whose proposed text on a special phase
much alike in all libraries? I t is the broad of library work was read by Miss C, a
knowledge of the subject matter, the fa- recent library school graduate and an
miliarity with the book collection al- assistant librarian in the same field.
ready at hand, and with its users which Miss C commented thus on certain
determines what t o order for a special chapters of the manuscript:
-library, but the order procedure to be
But all of this part is discussed in Drury's
followed is practically uniform. The Order Work; and this section is all covered in
methods of caring for periodicals are Flexner's Circulation Work in Public Libraries;
these reference books were studied in the science
about the same in all libraries, but i t is and technology units by all our class regardless
a technical acquaintance with the subject of their specialization; and the catalogmg and
which helps the librarian t o know what classification methods advocated are only modiperiodicals to purchase and to bind. fied procedures.
When a clipping file is kept, i t is arranged The author of the manuscript responded
in much the same way everywhere, but t o these criticisms by saying that she
subject knowledge justifies what to keep would change her preface statement that
and what to discard. The principles and the book was intended for "library school
tools of reference work and of cataloging graduates wishing to go into this field"
are similar in all libraries, but the great- t o a sentence showing that the techniques
est contributing factor to the success of discussed were for the benefit of those
a rderence librarian or a cataloger in a who had not studied in a library school.
spedal library is as wide an acquaintance The author further remarked : " Miss
as possible with the subject interests of C has had an unusually fine education for
that library. One has only to read the this kind of library service. I wish that
article by Alma C:Mitchel14 on "Engi- more of us had had her preparation." To
neering and Technical Libraries," in a show how she may have differed from
recent issue of SPECIAL
LIBRARIES,
to others, Miss C's preparation is herewith
add ammunition to this attack. Robert analyzed.
Whitford's "Librarian or Specialist,"lQ
Miss C's college record contains a
published in a current number of the major in a subject of primary interest in
Library Journal, brings out the argu- this library with minors in allied fields
mentson both sides and ends on this note: followed by a library school curriculum
T o sum up, our technology librarian should be planned for general library work, but
a p d s s i o n a l librarian rather than a subject with opportunity for individual specialispedalist,but the more subject knowledge he can zation. I n Miss C's case this meant inacquire in one way and another, the better!
tensive study of the book collection and
A teacher evaluated a syllabus in patrons of a local library in this subject;
library work for his subject field. His observation and field work in other local
verdict was that two-thirds of the ma- libraries for a comparison of methods,
terial was merely a repetition of what his techniques, and book collections; catastudents learned in their required course loging and classification considered from
in bibliography. The remaining third he this standpoint; and term problems
d l e d library methods but a librarian based on experience and on the reading
would recognize this part as adaptations of pertinent subject and library literaof general library techniques.
ture. The local special librarian, when
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asked t o appraise this student's work, istration of books. . . . When we make up our
hesitated and then said, "I don't see minds to develop the adult educational possibilities of the libraries, we shall have to supplement
how I could possibly give her less than our library training In administration with more
excellent for her performance here." T h e adequate training in the educational meaning of
fact t h a t the student was employed b y booke and in the organization of educational
that library upon graduation speaks groups. . . . The mere physical administration
louder than these words for her capa- of a great library is a huge task . . . but t h ~ s
. . . itl only a means to an end, the best service
bilities.
t o the public. And this best service, as it seems
If such preparation as this brings t h e t o me (says Dr. Johnson), is adult education.
approbation of two experienced and sucXf there is such a contrast between the
cessful special librarians, why shouId a
library school be required to present sepa- ideals of the special library and the adult
rate courses concerning special librarian- education program on the one hand, and
ship? If the principles and techniques of the ideals of general library work on the
library work are fairly uniform in all other hand a s these authorities think.
types of library work, with the likenesses then should not the profession as a whole
probably much more numerous than the call for drastic changes in the teaching
differences,. why cannot the differences and in the practice of librarianship?
be brought out in class discussion, in local Many librarians believe, however, that
observation, and in term problems pre- the ideals stated for the saecialist cerpared by the students preferring a special tainly are the same as those held by the
field, while the likenesses take u p the progressive librarian whatever may be
major portion of the students' class time? his locale -public, school, special, or
However, Ernest J. Reecee, in his book university library. The conservatives
entitled The Curriculum in Library may still be in the majority, but the proSchools, comments on the function of the gressive minority is active and is growing
in importance and size.
special librarian as follows:
What can be done in library schools to
The tools and stock of such a librarian call for meet the changing needs of the profespecullar methods in acquiring,housmg, arranging,
and utiliz~ng;his clientele expects service based sion? T h e placement lists sent in by the
on anticipation of demands and upon advance library schools for the graduates of 1937
preparation for them, and submission of findings and published in the Library Journal
in whatever rooms best suit his purpose; h e of November 15, 1937, were used to find
technique includes all poss~bledevices for gatho u t what proportion of these graduates
ering facts.
found positions in the different types of
This is quoted by J. H. Shera i n his library service. These data are not perarticle, "Training for 'Specials'," a s a fect, but were the most easily available
progressive approach to the problem for this purpose. Over 60 per cent of these
under discussion, but he regrets Mr. graduates in 1937 were about equally
Reece's quiet return to status quo im- divided between the public and the colmediately following this statement.
lege and university library field, 23.8
Alvin Johnsona, in his recent book per cent went into school libraries, and
called The Public Library -A People's 5.7 per cent into special libraries. T o the
University, characterizes library schools latter might be added the 3 per cent
as follows:
who were placed in special subject departments in public or college libraries,
On the whole, the ideals and objectives of library echools are of the character of pure libra- a total then of approximately 9 per cent
rianship, the impartial custodianship and admin- of t h e year's graduates. No library school
r
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reported placing more than seven of its
graduates of 1937 in special subject
fields before November 1, 1937, a fact
t h a t shows no great demand for their
services. The schools reporting the highest numbers are Columbia University,
Simmons College, and the University of
Illinois, with seven each out of 64, 58,
and 76 placements respectively, and the
University of Wisconsin with six out of
39 pIacements. Four of the 26 accredited
schools placed one of the 1937 class in
these fields.
Probably no university would consent
t o offer an extension class for less than
seven members, but an elective course
might be justified. An example of the
difficultiespresented even then is illustrated herewith. The four graduates in
t h e 1937 class from the University of
Denver School of Librarianship who
went into specialized work include one
each in art, commerce, western history,
a n d technology. Two went t o departments of university libraries and two
into separate special libraries. Three of
these students had majors in college in
t h e subjects concerned. The fourth
went into a very small library for which
t h e general preparation was adequate.
W h a t did they have in common that
would have made even an elective course
of any value? Nothing that locally could
n o t be cared for in a general curriculum;
in observation and practical work in the
a r t , technology, or western history departments of the Denver Public Library,
or in the University of Denver School of
Commerce library; in term problems and
individual assignments bearing on the
specialization; and in field work in the
chosen type of library service. In other
words these four students following the
plans for this library school were cared
for a s were all others enrolled- the
children's librarians, the school librarians, the public librarians, the college
a n d reference librarians by allowing

-
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each student t o work throughout the
year on his own individual project but
not allowing him-io be isolated from discussion of other projects. If the special
librarians who have observed the results
of this scheme are really as enthusiastic
as they have sounded, maybe one way
out of the dilemma is in operation. There
must be other methods applicable t o
different local conditions that can be
successfully adopted. Perhaps the Standing Committee on Curriculum Revision
which has just been appointed by the
Association of American Library Schools
may work out some devices that will
bring about satisfaction for the practitioners in all phases of library service for example, the county librarians, the
children's librarians, the school librarians,
the special subject librarians, the college
and reference librarians, the adult education advocates -each group of which is
vocal in its pleas for a distinct place in
the library-school curriculum.
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Training and the Subject Division Librarian
By Julia Ruth Armstrong, Head
Business and Economics Division, Rochester Public Library

THE

question, "What training is best
for the librarian?" is one of perpetual interest, for just as libraries should
change and adapt themselves t o new a n d
better ways of carrying on their functions so we should expect the prepaiation of the prospective librarian t o be
carried on with an eye to the future a s
well as to the past.
The problem of the ideal training of
the librarian of a subject division of a
public library must be viewed from three
angles, namely, the individual, t h e library school, and the library. T o a t t e m p t
to establish ideals of training without due
consideration of all three factors would
be unwise and impractical.
First, the individual. No matter how
much progress is made in measuring
material things, no matter how great are
the advances in science, or how much
data can be gathered to increase the
collective knowledge of the race, t h e individual remains an unknown and unknowable quantity. A few fortunate ones
a t an early age choose a vocation and
bend every effort towards that objective.
Can we ever expect that with the beginning of adolescence, all future librarians
will feel that impulse towards a career of
educational service that marks the members of our calling? I doubt it. Would
you, if you could, have existence so
regulated that every one knew precisely
in what field his working hours would be
spent? Perhaps in a regimented state of
the future some higher power will so
direct the destinies of the ordinary man
that he will, without choice of his own,

be trained for a particular field and will
have all his studies directed toward t h a t
specialty. But most of us rebel a t the very
idea of regulation.
I d o not wish to be misunderstood. T h e
earlier a child is made aware of the vocational opportunities which exist, and the
sooner he learns what his special aptitudes are, and where he is most likely to
live a happy, useful life, the better. Any
progress in vocational guidance and its
techniques that will bring into the library
field those whose characteristics are
adapted to that field is heartily t o be
desired.
How many present-day librarians knew
when they were in college that they
would one day be librarians or, if they
had selected librarianship as a career,
t h a t they would be catalogers, reference
librarians, administrators, or working
with children or young people? Is i t then
reasonable t o demand, or even expect
t h a t preprofessional education will be
directed a t any special phase of library
work? For a considerable time to come,
the library profession will necessarily
expect to recruit its members from
groups varied in background, training,
and experience. And perhaps no profession can more readily absorb and make
use of a variety of experience than our
own. The curriculum of a liberal arts
college with its possibilities for concentration in any number of fields, its opportunities for the enrichment of the
cultural background of the student, and
its emphasis on the training and development of the whole man rather than the
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purely practical side of existence forms
a n excellent foundation for the specialized training of the library school.
Because the librarian's profession embraces the whole field of learning, the
broader his foundation of knowledge is,
the better he is fitted t o handle the
varied problems which he will encounter
in the library world.
T h e second factor in the problem is the
library school. With it rest to a large
extent the character and quality of the
personnel of the library profession. The
library school must equip its students for
library service in the course of one year
or its equivalent. Indeed the compensation of the librarian does not warrant the
expenditure of much additional time and
money in the pursuit of library training.
Can the student who wants to be well
grounded in his profession, who wishes
t o build a solid foundation for his professional life, afford t o eliminate any large
part of the one year program without
detriment to his general background of
library knowledge? The phys~cianwho is
a specialist in the eye or in surgery does
not omit the courses which a general
practitioner must take. He builds his
special knowledge on a strong base of
general medical science. In like manner,
the librarian should be able to specialize
after he has had opportunity to put in
practice the principles of his theoretical
training. Short, intensive courses, covering specific fields of library work, offered
after practical work has been done over a
period of time would have tremendous
value for the librarian who finds himself
in the special division of the public
library. I have in mind such a course as
t h a t in music library administration
which is to be offered for the first time
a t t h e 1938Summer Session a t Columbia.
A similar course is offpred in law library
administration. Can we hope to have
more such courses planned to meet the
needs of the art librarian, the technical
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librarian, the readers' adviser, the Hbrarian of the social sciences? Admittance to such courses should be granted
not to the novice in the library world but
only to those whose first year library
training has been integrated b y practical
experience. If such courses ate made
available can we expect library trustees
and administrators t o recognize their
value by encouragement and cooperation
in a practical way by an allowance of
time or inc~easedcompensation? Would
i t be impractical or impossible for library
schools t o plan courses that would appeal
to the public library specialist a t a time
of year other than the summer months
when vacation schedules lessen the number of workers available for library
service?
The third but far from being the last
factor is the library itself and particularly
the public library, since i t is in large
measure the public library which is the
potential employer of the library school
graduate.
In all but the smallest library specialization exists and has existed for many
years. This specialization varies in kind
and degree with the size of the library.
The division of library materials, both
reference and circulating, into several
subject divisions is of more recent origin,
but it is a form of organization which is
likely to become more popular in the
future.
The best training for the librarian of
the subject division in a public library
is one that gives him a thorough understanding of the resources of the library
field in general, and of his own library
in particular, and a knowledge of his
subject which will not only be adequate
for interpreting the resources of his library to the patron but will also permit
future growth.
If we consider briefly how the work of
the librarian of a subject division differs
from that of the special librarian, I
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think i t will make clearer the necessity
for a different approach in training.
T h e special librarian works with a
clientele of limited and special interests.
A research chemist would expect a n d
would find that the librarian employed
by his firm would understand his technical language. The public librarian has
all sorts and conditions of men with
whom to deal. The highly trained specialist, the thorough scholar come to t h e
public library as well as the school boy
whose only reason for entering the
building is the necessity of doing the
assignment handed out in school. T h e
specialist knows that the librarian can
aid him in his search for information
even though his knowledge of the specialist's subject is limited. The school
boy rightly claims a share of the librarian's time. The special librarian's clientele has a common interest, more or less;
the public librarian's has little.
The special librarian ordinarily expects questions which fall in his particular field. He must have a detailed
knowledge of that field. There is no
restriction, real or implied, upon the
questions which may be put to the public
librarian. I-Ie must know when i t is best
to send the inquirer to another division,
or to another library, when the search
will be made easier by an approach from
a different angle. Can he do this if in his
specialization he has neglected t o become informed of the whole resources of
his own library and of libraries in general?
If he is working in history he must ever
bear in mind that economics and the
social sciences may contribute t o the
solution of the requests that come t o
him. Interneship in libraries giving the
beginner a comprehensive program of
work in all branches of the library offers
excellent possibilities for the development of the ideal subject librarian.
Alertness and resourcefulness are indispensable in the true librarian. B u t
1 4 *

even these qualities have a different
connotation a s applied to the special and
public librarian. The alertness of the
public librarian must keep him aware of
the events and happenings over a broad
range, and his resourcefulness will lead
him t o make use of fields other than his
own. T h e special librarian concentrates
and digs deep.
T h e ability to work with people is
more essential to the public librarian
than t o the special librarian. The latter
is more often called upon to produce t h e
result of lone research; the former must
often guide and direct the work of the
searcher.
T h e special library is a unit. The special division is a part of a larger whole.
I t must fit in the whole scheme of library
service. Individuality must give way t o
cooperation and the narrower interest
must be submerged in the broader aspect.
From this maze of discussion I would
like to summarize what we need and
want in the librarian of the special
division.
Of prime importance is intelligence.
There is no substitute for a good mind
and keen intelligence. The intelligence
which is required of the librarian is both
social and abstract; social intelligence, to
enable him t o work with and for people
easily; abstract intelligence, to enable
him to think and reason clearly, to see a
problem, and to work out a solution.
Me must have a good equipment of
academic training. The subject of concentration is not so important a s the
quality of work done.
H e must have a good foundation in
the technique and theory of library
practice a n d a genuine interest in all
phases of library work, whether or not
they directly touch his special field.
Too narrow an interest may handicap
the usefulness of the librarian because
he fails t o recognize the proper rela-
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tion between his own and other fields.
He must have a special interest and
liking for the subjects which his division
embraces-a liking which can be fostered by additional study, formal and
informal.
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The library school and the library
share the responsibility of producing the
ideal subject division librarian, the
former through its processes of careful
selection and cultivation, the latter
through its encouragement of growth.

Training of the Special Librarian and the
Present Curriculum of the Accredited
Library Schools
By Linda H. M o d e y
Librarian, Industrial Relations Counselors, Inc., New York City

THE

series of papers each from a dif- this situation. While many of us have
ferent point of view offers much assumed that additions could not be
food for thought. Miss Savord's paper made t o a one-year course without
evidences her wide experience in the spe- equivalent subtractions, the Denver
cial library profession, which has in- School of Librarianshi~has achieved an
cluded such diverse fields as an art ref- integration and is experimenting successerence library, a library in a research fully with one type of specialized trainorganization in the field of education, a ing. As Miss Howe says, other types of
bank, an advertising agency and an as- integrated programs can doubtless be
sociation interested in international re- worked out.
lations. In it she presents an overview of
Miss Armstrong, with her experience
the need for special library training and in the special department of a public
the expansion of employment possibili- library presents a highly interesting
ties in this field, if a personnel with the analysis of the different requirements in
necessary characteristics and prepara- education, training and
chartion were available. She makes a plea for acteristics of the subject division library
the more general presentation on the contrasted with those of the special
part of both colleges and library schools, library in a private or official organizaof the twofold career satisfaction t o be tion, and suggests the postgraduate
found in this kind of work and the library course as the best means of specializaand prevocational preparation desirable. tion for the special department librarian.
Miss Howe has been affiliated with
With many, perhaps with most of the
several different library schools as well statements and opinions expressed in
a s the Board of Education for Librarian- these papers, I am in hearty agreement.
ship, and this varied experience is evi- In a few cases I would like to direct atdent in her approach to the problem of tention t o different aspects of the probspecialized training. Her paper sum- lem, and in others, t o suggest a shift in
marizes opinions that have appeared in emphasis.
print about special library training needs,
Stress is laid in all three papers on
and goes on to depict the many sided subject training and I would not minispecialization demanded of library mize the need for knowledge of subject
schools and the inherent difficulties in matter and literature in the field of each
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special librarian. Such knowledge is
necessary and must be obtained; the
time and place for acquisition of such
knowledge is the only point I would
question. So many additions t o the
present curriculum of the library school
eeem desirable for the adequate preparation of special librarians that i t would
appear unwise to attempt to place the
burden of subject specialization on the
library school in any manner that would
mean added time or courses. The plan
evolved by Miss Howe at Denver and
any other way of giving this knowledge
to students through individual specialization, by the laboratory method, through
practice work, and by term papers and
bibliographies, seems highly desirable,
however.
With Miss Savord, therefore, I would
question the placing of too great emphasis on subject specialization in library
schools. The special librarian in the private corporation, association, or governmental organization, does not have the
clear cut subject limitation of the special
department of the public or university
library. The former is the information
center for the organization with which i t
is affiliated and must supply any information needed by individuals in carrying
on the day's work. Probably no one who
has not worked in such a library has any
conception of the variety of subjects on
which information is needed b y any
working group. Take an advertising
agency for example. Detailed information is needed about many different
products and commodities; about many
cities and states; historical and economic facts are often required, while information specifically on the subject of
advertising is not so frequently needed
because, obviously, persons in a n advertising agency know the principles and
practices of advertising. Such libraries
are not organized on a subject basis, but
on the functional or operating basis de-

termined by the activities of the organization and the resulting information
needs.
I recently gathered some figures from
a half dozen libraries of different types in
New York which corroborate the fact
t h a t although special libraries have certain subject concentration, they are not
limited to one or even a group of related
subjects. The proportion of material
dealing with the assumed primary subjects of these six libraries was found to
range from 2 per cent to 49 per cent of
the whole collection; while only 33 per
cent t o 60 per cent of the questions asked
fell within the primary subject.
Miss Armstrong speaks of sending
"the inquirer to another division, or
to another librarv,
- . when the search will
be made easier by an approach from a
different angle." The special librarian in
a private organization has no "other
division."
Is i t not true also that from a practical
and economic point of view there are too
many subjects specialized in to make i t
feasible t o have a course for each? From
the viewpoint of the library school
graduate there are too few openings in
any one type of special library at a given
time to give any certainty that a person
who specialized in a particular subject
field would find a position in that field.
Under these conditions, such specialization might then be a handicap. The
present tendency on the part of library
schools to interpret the suggestions of the
Special Libraries Association for special
library training as training in subject
specialization seems, therefore, rather
unfortunate. Such training would doubtless be valuable t o the "subject division
librarian " as shown by Miss Armstrong.
I t would also be more possible of accomplishment, either as a graduate or postgraduate course, since, at least in public
libraries, such departments cover broad
rather than specific subjects and rela-
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permitted reference to my own experience. I have great difficulty in condensing
what seems to me desirable training for a
special librarian into the two- or threepoint course a t Columbia. In order to
make sure that the special libraries
course does not duplicate any other
courses each student is asked a t the end
of the course a s part of a required report
to state, "What, if any, subject matter
in this course is covered in other
courses?" and "What subjects could be
omitted or be given less time?" Out of
seventy replying t o these questions only
six thought time could be reduced on
any-of the topics covered, and these suggestions were of limited coverage.
The conference with library school
graduates brought t o light the need for
knowledge of a variety of organization
types - associations, government departments and other offices, research organizations, corporations and other institutions. I t is in such organizations
that special libraries exist. In order to
establish and administer an information
service or special library in an association, or a corporation, etc., the librarian
needs to know how these bodies are organized, what they do, haw they operate.
Likewise, while special librarians buy
books distributed by the regular book
trade, in many cases a large proportion
of their material is distributed by noncommercial publishers, such as associations, research organizations,corporations
which publish material occasionally, but
not for sale, government bodies and
a host of other institutions, and much
of this in non-book form. Library school
instruction in regard to books is useful in
so far as books by the general publishers
are bought, but for special book publishers and for non-book material issued by
other kinds of organizations, additional
instruction would be helpful.
I "Problems Involved In Considermg Adequate L~brary
School Courxs for S p d a l Librarians," by Llnda H. MorAgain special librarians often seek
ley. Eileen B. Lever and othera, is SPECIAL LIBRARIES.
information that cannot be found in
Vol. 29, May-June. 1938.

tively few subject courses would be necessary. In special libraries in private and
official organizations, and to a lesser degree, the departmental libraries in universities, the number of subject interests
runs in to the hundreds. Is not the answer,
then, to try t o find the common denominators for special libraries as a group,
the elements of differentiation from other
kinds of libraries, and build a training
program on the common factors?
T h e results of an investigation reported in a recent issue of Special Libraries suggest some of the additional
subjects t h a t library school graduates
now in special libraries desire in preparation for work in this branch of the profession. These findings, which represent
the opinions of graduates of seven different library schools, do not need to be
reported here excepL to call attention
t o a few of the more significant points.
T h e administrative problems of setting
u p an information service, including a
library, as part of a nonlibrary organization loom large in the experience of
this group. This has far-reaching implications with respect to training. The fact
that the staffs of special libraries average
approximately three and one-half persons reinforces Miss Savord's opinion
that there is a n "acute need of personnel
equipped to organize and administer,"
and therefore the kinds of administrative training suggested take on added import ance.
Miss Howe asks if library technique is
not much alike in all libraries. Basically
this is true, but in most library schools
the application of these techniques is
limited t o situations and materials of
the general library, but seldom to the
additional and different situations and
materials of the special library. In support of this statement I may perhaps be
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print and must discover organizations
and individuals who are authorities in
certain fields, or who may be carrying on
some research that would yield the desired information.
For all these three reasons special
librarians need information about a
great variety of organizations. Could not
a course be developed that would provide the student with such knowledge how t o discover what organizations
exist; how they are organized; what they
do; what their activities and current
projects are; what they publish and how
to maintain relations with them?
In the discussions of recruiting and
training policies, the suggestion has been
made that the vocation of special librarianship should be presented t o students early in their college course or even
in high school. This has sometimes been
interpreted as a desire to make the college course largely vocational in character, and there is much opposition t o
this. Perhaps the emphasis should be directed toward presenting the opportunities and qualifications of the special
library profession to students in order
that more persons who have subject
interests of value in special libraries but
not in general library work might be
drawn into the profession.
My experience at Columbia as well a s
statistics presented by E. H. Wilson on
distribution of library school students
according to undergraduate major subjects for 846 students of University of
Illinois Library School indicate that very
few persons enter the library schools who
have interests, or have concentrated
during their college course in the subject
fields, inwhich there are the greatest number of special libraries - especially the
social sciences, economics, business and
applied sciences and the fine arts. This is
a natural result of the background and
general education suggested by the COG
lege and public library professions which
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have emphasized the need for concentration on literature, history and languages. The University of Illinois d a t a
show only 6.5 per cent of their students
majored in the subject fields in which
most special libraries exist, although
some others may be included in the 15.3
per cent grouped as miscellaneous. T h e
complete table follows:

Subjecl
English.
History. ............
Modern languages.. .
Mathematics.
Science. ............
Social science.
Miscellaneous. ......

............

.......
.......

Number of Percentage
of Total
sluae.nls
403
47.6
152
18.0
77
9.1
30
3.5
3.3
28
3.2
27
129
15.3

The data cited by Miss Howe showing
the small proportion of placements b y
library schools in special library positions
makes it necessary to bring out the fact
that many special library appointments
are made by nonlibrarians. When a new
library is started the executive upon
whom devolves the selection of a librarian
thinks of the work of developing a n information and library service for his organization as something different from
t h e public and college library with which
he is familiar, so he questions the wisdom of trying to obtain someone through
these agencies. He is but slightly aware
of the technical requirements of such a
msition or of the kind of education.
training, and experience that have proved
desirable, but is very conscious of t h e
desirability of familiarity with the work
of the organization, knowledge of subjects of interest to them and certain
personal characteristics. The result is
that someone from within the organization without either library training or

" Pre-pmfessional Background of Students in
a Library School," by Eugene H. Wilson, Library
Quarlerly, April, 1938, p. 163.
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experience is often assigned t o the work
of organizing a library, sometimes in
addition to other duties. When the person
so chosen is of high caliber and, in addition to possessing a knowledge of the organization and the subjects of interest to
it, has the characteristics and qualifications that make for success in this kind
of work, he sets about acquiring the necessary technical knowledge by either
formal or informal means and by experimentation. Much of the experimentation and time required t o learn by the
"trial and error" method would be
saved in such a case were adequate special library training available, even
though lack of such training may be
overcome successfully.
B u t when the person selected to organize a special library does not have
unusual ability, there is the likelihood of
later abandonment of the library because
t h e service rendered is not found sufficiently valuable. On the other hand, the
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library service organized by a person
with general library training and experience only, but without the qualifications peculiar to special library needs,
who attempts t o install a library service
limited to certain subjects but in most
other respects in accordance with his
general experience and training may
likewise face abandonment in the course
of a few years. Paradoxically, every such
failure throws discredit on the profession,
and hinders its growth. Its solution is
desirable also to the library school
and the whole library profession as well
as the special librarian because there
are so many opportunities for expanding the profession which are largely
untapped.
I t seems probable that if more courses
for special librarians are developed, and
the Special Libraries Association and the
schools jointly undertake a modest public
relations program that this situation
might be gradually rectified.

Recent Aids. to Public Documents Use
By

Jerome K. Wilcox

Assistant Librarian, University of California Library
(Continued)

ANY aids to federal public documents have appiared during the last
two years. The ever-present question of reorganization of the federal government so
far seems to have had greater results in
producing reams of print than in any actual
reorganization. Fortunately, however, the
Division of Bibliography of the Library
of Congress has kept abreast with the literature. In 1925 it issued its first bibliography, "List of References on the Reorganization of the Executive Departments
(November 10, 1925) with supplements
February 1,1932, June 1,1934, and April
1936." The supplement of June 1, 1934,
however, was issued by James W. Sheridan for the use of a Congressional com-

M

mittee. In the December 1937 New York
Public Library Bulletin appeared "Reorganization of the Administrative Agencies
of the United States. A selected reading
list," by Gilbert A. Cam. This latter bibliography, which is also available in reprint
form, in a sense supplement the lists issued by the Library of Congress and
includes a list of publications of the
President's Committee and the various
Congressional committees. Although only
a complete revision and bringing down to
date of Schmeckebier's "Statistical Work
of the Federal Government" will adequately supply the need in the maze of
federalgovernment statistics, some achievements bear notice. The Committee on Gov-
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ernment Statistics and Information Services sponsored by the American Statistical
Association and the Social Science Research Council issued its report in April
1937 as Social Science Research Council
Bulletin No. 26.32The report is a synopsis of its activities from June 1933 to January 1,1935. The Central Statistical Board
has made two contributions, "Inventory of
Current Research on Financial Problems," 88 and "Accident Statistics of the
Federal Government." 34 In the former,
the Board contributed the information on
projects conducted by federal agencies,
the non-f ederal agencies being compiled by
the National Bureau of Economic Research. The study on accident statistics is
a summary of accident statistics reported
by all the federal agencies with bibliography of the publications containing these
statistics. I n June 1937, as Market Research Series No. 13, the U. S. Bureau of
Foreign and Domestic Commerce issued a
new edition of its "Sources of Current
Trade Statistics," including governmental
and non-governmental agencies. Many of
the federal agencies have issued publications which describe their, work. The O f fice of Education as its Bibliography No.
62 has issued a list of these with the title
"United States Government Publications
on the Work of the Government." Most
of us are familiar with the "U. S. Government Manual" and the mimeographed
"Digest of Purpose of Federal Agencies,"
issued by the National Emergency Council. This agency has recently issued many
useful directories in mimeographed form
of which the following are important examples : Executive departments, independent offices and establishmentsof the United
States government ; Information and Publications offices of the United States government ; Legal divisions of government
departments and agencies ;Libraries of the
United States government in Washington, D. C.; Procedure for obtaining the
loan of motion pictures distributed by va-
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rious government departments and agencies . . Oct. 15, 1937;86 Traffic managers of government departments and
agencies ; and United States government
chief clerks.
The Works Progress Administration
fortunately has issued lists and catalogues
of publications of its various divisions. The
Division of Research, Statistics, and Records issued in October 1937 a "Catalog of
Publications, 1933-1937."
The Division
of Social Research has issued at frequent
intervals a "Catalog of Research Bulletins" as and a "Subject Index to Research
Bulletins," aQ the latest edition of each being September 1937. The National Service
Bureau of the Federal Theatre Project in
New York has issued a catalog of its publications as its Publication No. 14.'O The
Federal Writers' Project has issued a preliminary photolithographed catalog of publications, and shortly plans to issue a complete catalog.41 The Division of Social
Research in 1937issuedasitsResearch Monograph No. 6, "Chronology of the Federal Emergency Relief Administration,
May 12, 1933 to December 31, 1935." As
Appendix A-E of this publication are lists
of the various publications and releases of
F.E.R.A. and C.W.A. On March 31,1937,
the U. S. Interdepartment Committee to
Coordinate Health and Welfare Activities
issued its study, "Food and Nutrition
Work in the Federal Agencies. Description of activities of federal agencies in the
field of food and nutrition."" I n 1936
the Legislature Reference Service of the
Library of Congress published "Provisions
of Federal Law Held Unconstitutional by
the Supreme Court of the United States."
The American Library Association in
August 1937published the Second Supplement to the author's "Guide to the Official
Publications of the New Deal Administrations." This supplement covers publications issued during the period December 1,
1935-January 1, 1937, and completes.the
first administration of President Roosevelt.

.
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A s a part of this supplement is a "Complete Works Progress Administration is also
List of New Federal Agencies Since preparing an index t o the reports of the
March 4,1933 (p. 172-190), giving origin numerous projects sponsored by W.P.A.,
and termination for those abolished." The which will indeed be a welcome aid.
House Library of the U. S. Congress has
These have been the accon~plishmentsof
just issued a n "Index of Congressional bibliographers and others in attempting to
Committee Hearings Prior t o January 3, unravel the ever bewildering maze of pub1935, in the United States House Library lic documcnts. Much, however, still reand Supplement f o r 74th Congress prior mains to be done. Public document bihliog,to January 5, 1937." 44 Although we have raphy needs much greater financial support
had for some time such an index from the before we can ever hope for complete listSenate Library, I believe this is the first ing and indexing of all types of public
index issued by the House Library. Miss documents. Only when this support is obAnnc M. Boyd is now revising her "United tained can we expect to see compiled and
States Government Publications as Sources published all of the numerous aids and
of Information f o r Libraries," which will checldists still so essential t o adequate
probably be published this fall. The U. S. study of and research in public documents.
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Groups and S.L.A.

THE

Special Libraries Association is
dependent upon the activit~esof its
Chapters, Committees and Groups as well
as upon the individual member. Chapters
bring together those members segregated
in certain parts of the United States and
Canada such as Baltimore, Cleveland, New
York, Boston, San Francisco, to mention
but a few. Committees are formed to undertake certain particular types of work,
national in scope. Groups include members
interested in similar problems ;i.e., finance,
insurance, commerce, technology, etc.
Of these three divisions the Groups comprise the greatest number of members,
scattered from coast to coast and in the
Dominion of Canada. The office of Group
Chairman is national and she has on a
similar scale almost the same difficulties
to overcome as do the Association officers.
She has to keep in touch with members of
her Group, help them plan regional meetings if such are contemplated, appoint
committees to carry out projects which will
be of value to the Group as a whole, arrange for speakers at the National Convention. I n fact the Group Chairman is
responsible not only for the welfare of the
Group but also for sustaining the interest
of the Group member in the national Association. Very often an individual is so

located that there is no Chapter nearby
with which she can affiliate nor is she a b l e
always to attend the Annual Conference.
If it were not for her Group affiliation t h e r e
would be little or nothing to hold her interest in S.L.A.
I have sometimes wondered whether t h e
Group officers realize the tremendous
responsibility which rests upon their
shoulders. The welfare and progress of t h e
Association depend greatly upon the w a y
they lead their Group during their time of
office. They know better than anyone e l s e
what publications should be contemplated
covering their own specific subjects. They
can be of inestimable value to the national
officers by their advice and suggestions a t
Executive Board and Advisory Council
meetings. In fact their influence is u n limited.
With so much depending upon them,
Group officers in turn need help a n d
advice. Unfortunately it has not always
been possible for presidents to do as much
of this as they would like to on account of
the vast amount of work which descends
upon them with the presidential cloak.
Knowing from my predecessors and f r o n l
my short term in officehow little time I c a n
devote to individual Group problems, I
have decided to experiment. I have aslced
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Adeline Macrum, who is a national officer
and who has not only had considerable experience in organization work but who has
also b e e n a Group Chairman, to act as
liaison officer for the Groups.MissMacrurn
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has graciously consented to do this, and
I feel confident that her capable guidance
will accelerate the steady growth of Group
accomplishment.
ALMAC. MITCHILL,President.

From the Editor's Point of View
Our Professional Preparation

THE

directors and we are fortunate in the special
attention that Mr. Henkle is giving this
problem.

question of the best education for
t h e special librarian is a subject of
continued interest - so much so that the
LIBURIESas a Record
A.L.A. Professional Training Section de- SPECIAL
of Progress
voted much of its program at Kansas City
T T H E Pittsburgh Convention the
t o a discussion of this topic. Anlong the
question of space in SPECIALLIBRAspeakers were library school directors and
RIES
for
news notes was discussed. This
special librarians. T h e Chairman of the
point
had
been questioned in a "Letter to
S e c t i o n and the Editor of the A.L.A.
'
Bulletin graciously offered the papers pre- the Editor" in December. The Editor dissented there for publication in SPECIALcussed the question in a January editorial,
LIBRARIES.
Because of this coiiperation, stating that news notes would be omitted
w e h a v e the good fortune t o print the from the magazine until the members exarticles by Miss Savord, Miss Howe and pressed a desire for their continuance. The
Miss Armstrong, and the discussion of members failed to express this desire until
the June Convention, when the Editor was
t h e m by Miss Morley.
The serious thought now given to educa- pleased to discover that they shared her
tional preparation gives great promise for own views -that SPECIALLIBRARIES
the future. A constructive step was the through its news notes should provide a
study, "Problems Involved in Considering record of the growth of the special library
Adequate Library School Courses for movement in the country. Only undue
Special Libraries," written by Miss Morley modesty had prevented this expression of
opinion before !
a n d printed in the May-June issue of
Since the Association voted unanimously
SPECIAL
LIBRARIES.
This was reprinted so
for inclusion of news notes as a regular
t h a t copies could be distributed to library
feature, this department will be resumed
schools. Additional copies were also disin the October issue of the magazine. A t
t r i b u t e d with a questionnaire compiled by that time we hope to print a summary of
a subcommittee of the Committee on the most important changes January
T r a i n i n g and Recruiting. This subcom- through September 1938. Chapter, Group
mittee, under the direction of Mr. Henkle, and Committee activities for 1937-38 will
Director, Simmons College, School of not be noted in this summary, as they have
L i b r a r y Science, is gathering material already been covered in the interesting reh e l p f u l in defining the subjects essential in ports in the Proceedings. What we hope to
the education of special librarians. Prompt include are notes of changes in special
response from those who have been asked libraries, new developments, and shifts in
to cooperate is necessary for adequate data. personnel. I n order to make this report
S.L.A. has been successful in securing the comprehensive, will every reader of the
pronounced interest of many library school magazine coijperate in supplying news?
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Letters to the Editor
A Correction

1

N READING over the first part of my article

on "Recent Aids to Public Documents Use"
in the July-August issue of SPECIALLIBRARIES,
I
noticed two typographical errors. On page 179,
second column, at the top, the first full sentence
begins: "Unfortunately to date only three states,
California and Pennsylvania . ." Michigan,
,which made the third state, was omitted. On page
180, first column, last line, "State legislature
councils" should bc "State legislativr councils."
JEROME K. WILCOX,
Assistant Librariatt,
University of California.

.

Still Useful

THE

Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce has available for distribution, copies
of Julean Arnold's "Commercial and Industrial

Handbook on China" (Trade Promotion S e r i e s
No. 38), which was publ~shedin 1926 A l t l ~ o u g h
out of date as to statistics and some other features, the Handbook, nevertheless, contains much
information on China and the Chinese m a r k e t
that is not available elsewhere. Free copies may
be obtained by addressing the Correspondence
Division, Room 2846, Bureau of Foreign and
Domestic Commerce, Department of Commerce,
Washington, D. C.
CHARLOTTE
L CARMODY,
Librorio~,
Department of Contmerce.
The third edition of the Directory of F e d e r a l
Statistical Agencies -a llst of the professional,
administrative, and supervisory personnel of the
Federal statistical agencies in Washingtonappeared July 1938.

Publications of Special Interest
Adam, T. R. C w i c value o f museums. American Assoc. f o r Adult Education, N. Y.
1937. 114 p. 7512.
Although the study 1s devoted to the museums in New
York C ~ t y them
,
m e and variety of interests makes the
mverage reasonably adequate. Interest~ngand suggestive
in comment and illuminating In ~ t exposrtion
s
of the op.
portunit~esoffered Iiy museums for self-enlightenment.

Asquith, H. A. Moments of memory. Scribner, N. Y. 1938. 382 p. $3.50,
T h e son of the wartrme Prime M~nlster reviews a
satisfy~ngfamily life and shows the relatlon of that llfe
to the great men and events of the pre-war and war days.
Includes much dexrlptlon of action i n France. Gives ilInminating picture of private factors in a n important
public career. Refreshing readlng.

Baaralag, Karl. Robbery b y mail. F a r r a r &
Rinehart, N. Y. 1938. 324 p. $2.50.
This story of the U. S. postal ~nspection'swar on the
fraudulent use of the malls is full of color and cxcitemcnt
y a illuminating in its factual account of the routine
problems that must be handled. The list of frauds exposed
is amuing.

Bassett, E. M. Master plan. Russell Sage
Foundation, N. Y.1938.151 p. $2.00.
T h e first part includes a clear descrtnt~onof the haslc
fcatures in community planning and their relation to its
ncede. The second part glves a survey of the development
of city planning and a summary of the various plann~ng
acts of the different states. Simple in style; without
fmtnotes or bibliography. A good introduction to prog r u d v c community planning.

Clapp, Charles, Jr. Big bender. Harper,
N. Y. 1938. 171 p. $2.00.

A s u r ~ r i s ~ n g honest
ly
and direct picture of a w a y of
llvlng that could all too easily develop under easy m o n e y
condrtions, and the change that came through c o n t a c t
with the Oxford Movement. Outspoken, marked by mnle
humor, and a n appreciation of the other fellow's p o ~ n tof
view. Eminently readable and d~stioctlycnllghten~ng.

Class of 1938. Were we guinea pigs? Holt,
N. Y.1938. 303 p. $2.00.
The graduating class of the Untversity High School,
Ohio State University, a "progressive" school, e v a l u a t e s
its work. As a picture of the poaaibilitles for c r e a t i v e
educatron it is a hopeful and dimulat~ng study. The
poss~bilityof relatlnn school work and llvlng is v l v i d l y
demonstrated.

Dahl, J. 0.Restaurant management. H a r p e r ,
N.Y. 1938. 346 p. $4.00.
The third edition of a n excellent text in which the
prlnc~yles of good management and accounting are
stressed; legal regulatrons are noted, rules for selection
of equipment and food a r e noted, and excellent advice on
many phases advanced. Good appendix on problems i n re
alcoholic drinks. A round and thorough treatmct.

Dalzell, J. R. and Hubbard, C. L. Air conditioning, heating and ventilating. Amcr.
Tech. Soc., Chicago. 1938. 571 p. $4.00.
An extensive study full of charts, formulae and i l l u s trations. Clear and simple in style. Descrlbcs various systems now m use.

Daviea, Rhya. My Wales. Funk & WagnalIa,
N. Y. 1938. 305 p. $2.50.
A well.illustrated Interpretatton of the least known p a r t
of the British Isles. The tragedy, simplicrty and g r a n d e u r
inherent In Wales and the Welsh is feelingly portrayed.
T h e great problem of a failing coal industry IS graphically
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shown Thc I~teraturcand art of a draniat~cpcuple I S well
depicted

Davis, C . 0.In our country garden. Dodge,
N. Y. 1938. 207 p. $2.50.
A tl~oroiighlysatisfying garden record in which practical and speclfic advice IS combined with a light touch

on current advcnturcs into a n entertaining diary. A delightful cxceptlon to the encyclopcdia type of garden
book, valuable as that 1s.

DeArmond, Fred and Graf. G. N . Route sales
management. Route Sales Publications,
N . Y . 1937. 312 p. $4.00.
A n excellent discuss~onof this particular salcs problem
with ~ t peculiar
s
needs for personnel and records. Corn.
prchens~ve.sane and thoroughly interestmg in treatment.
Valuable suggestions for anyone with mercbandismg
nroblems and with a sectlon on "organ~zing your t~me"
pertinent for those planning an intelligent business life.

Federal Writers' Project. The ocean highway. N e w Jersey t o Florida. Modern Age
Books, N . Y . 1938.244 p. 95c.
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Lake, Simon. Submarine. Ed. b y Herbert
Carey. Appleton-Century, N . Y . 1938. 303
p. $3.00.
The fasclnat~nsand enl~vcn~ng
record of the Inventor
of many techn~calach~evcmentsincllldley the submarine.
A Caustic Plcture of officlal delays and suhterfuges and
the obstacles placed In the path of a lrvely fixhter Inter.
national factors In the path of naval progress are touched
on An lntcrcstlng and graphic record of the problems of
an important invention of the present day

Lawson, Arthur. Fun in the back yard.
Crowell, N.Y.1938. 208 p. $2.00.
A delightful hook In ~ t enticing
s
pictures of how to get
a good time out of a l~mitcdarea and mall expense.
Adults and children, Indoor and outdoor enthus~asts,
a11 will find some suggestion to trap them In an unwary
moment. Clear, pract~caland cnhvening

Lazo, Hector and Bletz, M. H . Who gets
your food dollar? Harper, N.Y . 1938. 129
p. $1.25.

I f the bas~cfigures are r~ght,as there 1s every rcaqon
to think they are, this study suppl~esa clear ~ntell~pent
analysls of cost d~strihutionIn an essentlnl field Plctograph8 make the conclus~onsplam and the text providcs
T h e "sccnlc, all weatllcr" hlghwny is described with
1s good.
full attention to lnstoric and narrative interest An ent~c- cnllvening d~scuss~onThe selected b~bl~ograpby
A sound contr~butionto a major problem.
Ing chapter of local recipes is included. This nddlt~onto
t h e American Guide Sene8 is well adapted to start ria
Leaf, Munro. Listen, little girl, before you
reader on that appealing road.

Ford, G . S . On and o f f the campus. Univ. o f
Minnesota Press, Minneapolis. 1938. 511
p. $4.00.
The cons~dercdreflections on public questions, hlstory
a n d prohlenis of educat~onal admlmstration of a wlse.
liberal and understand~ng student His comnicnts arc
penetrating and hghtcned by wit, h ~ sapprcciat~on of
fundamental needs and h ~ sperception of misd~rectcd
effort a r e acute His comments on ltbrary administration
a n d the l ~ h r a r yprofess~on should he a n essential study
f o r Ilhrarians, as should his analys~sof the duties in.
volved In building a college faculty be absorbed by college
presidents. HIS comments on the legal and medical pro.
fessions a r e enlightening and vital.

Hollis, E. V . Philanthropic foundations and
higher education. Columbia Univ. Press,
N . Y . 1938. 373 p. $3.50.

come to New York. Stoker, N . Y . 1938.
197 p. $1.50.

A brief survey of the qualificat~ons,upenings and corn.
pensations In a varlety of oecupatlons ranglng from
modelms to social work Clever, frank and much to the
point Includes some neat tips on general bchaviour and
living problems. The title IS pertinent, and the contents
well worth wh~lc.

Leuck, M . S . Fields of work for women.
Appleton, N . Y. 1938.425 p. $2.75.
The t h ~ r d edition of a valuable vocational summary
wrltten In a stimulating yet factual style. An unusually
well-annotated and comprehensive bibliography IS glven
which includes lists of the trade journals and professional
associat~onsIn each field. Perhaps the best of aonle cxcellent texts of this kind.

McKee, R..W. Handbook o f petroleum accounting. Harper, N . Y . 1938. 496 p. $5.00.

A fine study of the work of 100 foundat~onaalong thcse
I ~ n e s ;impartla1 in weighing pros and cons and glvlng
many references to other comments. Well arranged and
interesting. The wide influence poss~hleto such foundations is clearly shown. WelLannotated, expensive bibhography Included. A hook of outstanding importance.

Tbe tremendous growth of the petroleum industry and
its many d~v~sions
makc this comprehensive handbook of
its accountlng features widcly sseful The treatment IS
authoritative and detailed. Fornis for records for the
production, pipeline, marhet~ng,and all other d i v ~ s m s
An Important tool in a spec~ficlield.

Hubackek, F . B. Annotations on small loan
Jaws. Russell Sage Foundation, N . Y . 1938.

patton, C . S. Preparation and delivery af
sermons. Willett, Clark & Co., Chicago.
1938. 191 p. $2.00.

255 p. $3.00.
The great Interest in the solut~onof the problems of
the small loan business taken by the Russell Sage Poundation la shown by this puhl~cationof a series of annotations on jud~cinldecisions In thiq field An able presentatron and extremely important in any study of these prohIcma. Extensive classified b~bl~ography
included.

A man of w ~ d ereading and fnll understanding of his
subject treats its problcms In an enllshtening. construe.
tlve manner. S a n ~ t yand comprehens~on arc stressed a.1
arc the problenis of prcparatlon and delivery. A w e tratlng discussion of the value of modern poetry in thla
approach IS ~ncluded.
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